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Abstract 
We give a new upper bound for the length of the largest induced cycle in the hypercube. 
1. Introduction 
Let G1 and Gz be two graphs. The Cartesian product G= G1 x G2 has V(G)= 
V(G,) x V(G,), and two vertices (ul, u2) and (vl, u2) of G are adjacent if and only if 
either ul=vl and uzuz~E(G2) or u2=u2 and uIuI~E(G1). Let Q1=K2. For na2, the 
n-cube Q” is defined inductively as Q"- ’ x K2. The n-cube Q” can also be considered as 
the graph whose vertices are labeled by the binary n-tuples and such that two vertices 
are adjacent if and only if their corresponding n-tuples differ in precisely one position. 
Let S denote the longest snake (induced cycle) in Q”. We will allow ourselves the 
freedom of using S to denote V(S), context should make it clear. The problem of 
determining the size of S originated with Kautz [4] while investigating error checking 
codes. Computing the exact value of ISJ for all n-cubes, at present, seems hopeless. In 
fact, at the present time only the first five values are known. They are 4,6,8, 14, and 26 
(for n = 2, 3,4,5, and 6, respectively); the value of ISI for Q’ is unknown. Recently, 
Abbott and Katchalski [l] have shown that ISI >(0.30)2” for all n. Previously, the best 
upper bound was due to Solov’jeva [S], who improved the earlier bound of Diemer 
c31: 
(s(,<2”-‘- 2”-1 
n(n-5)+7 
for n37, 
by proving that 
/slG2n-‘--n2-_2~+2 for n>7. 
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We will improve these bounds by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. 
,S,W-& for n> 12. 
Let Y=V(Q”)-S and let y,,,={y~Y: IN(y)nSI=m}, where N(y) designates the 
neighborhood of y. We wish to show that 
Cy’YI~(Y)nsI<n_2~10 
IV ’ (1) 
when n > 12. 
This tells us, that on average, each vertex in Y is adjacent to at most n - 2.10 vertices 
of S. Using this fact and Lemma 1 below we can easily prove Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. Zf 
CyeY IN(Ywv 
I YI 
<n-d then JS162”-‘(1+(2-d)/2n-2-d). 
Proof. Let s=JSJ and note that IAJ(x)n YI=n-2 for all XES. Together these facts tell 
us that s(n-2)<(n-d)( Y(. Hence, s+s((n-2)&z-d)),<2” (s+l YJ=2”). This in 
turn implies that 
s<2n(2;-:d)=2”’ (l+,,:-Td)_ q 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving (1). To simplify our proofs we will 
designate the vertices of Q” by subsets of [n] = { 1,2, . . . , n). Also, the general symbol 
($1) will be used to denote the set of all k-element subsets of [n]. 
2. Nine lemmas 
Throughout this section we are always assuming that n> 12. The following 
nine lemmas will be used to show how the vertices in Y,_,v Y,_, are distributed 
throughout Y. 
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Lemma 2. Y, = 8. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let YE Y,. Without loss of generality (w.1.o.g.) let y =0. 
Note that this tells us that ([yl)cS, and hence Sn([;l)=@ (i.e. ISI=2n). q 
Lemma 3. Zf x, YE Y, _ 1, then dist (x, y) B 3 in Y. 
Proof. First, suppose that x-y is an edge in Y. w.l.o.g., we may assume that y = 0 and 
that x = (n}. Note that all vertices of the form (j, n}, for je[n - l), are in S. Thus any 
edge in S going from ($!I) to ([$I) must be of the form ( j, n>-{ i,j, n} which implies that 
Sn([~‘)=@. Now suppose that dist(x, y)=2 and that z~N(x)nN(y) (zGY). w.1.o.g. 
assume that z=& x=(n) and that y={n-I). By our hypothesis {j, n], {j, n-1)ES 
for all j. In particular {n - 1, n) ES. Hence there must exist an edge of the form 
{n - 1, n} -{ j, n - 1, n} in S. But this is impossible since {j, n - l} and {j, n} are also 
in S. 0 
Lemma4. If x~EY,_~ and x~EY,_,, then a path of the form x1 - y-x2 in Y is 
impossible. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and w.1.o.g. let y =0, x1 = {n} and x2 = {n - l}. We know 
that for all 1 < j<n- 1, (j, n}ES. In particular, {n- 1, n}ES. Thus there exists a path 
of the form (j,n}-{j,n-l,n}-{n-l,n}-{i,n-l,n)-{i,n} in S, but only one of 
(j,n-l>,{i,n-1) is not in S and this is impossible. 0 
Lemma5. If a path of theform y-z-w exists in Y with YEY,_, and ZEY,_~, then 
WEY,_, with d>5. 
Proof. w.1.o.g. let y=$, z=(n) and w={n-1, n}. Since {n}EY,_2 and {n-l}ES, we 
must haveapathoftheform {j,n)-{j)-{j,n-ll-{n-l)-(i,n-l)-{i)-{i,n}inS, 
whence, we cannot have {j, n- 1, n) or {i, n- 1, n} in S. Therefore S must contain 
a path oftheform {k}-{k,n}-{k,j,n}-{j,n)-{j)-(j,n-l}-{n-l}-(i,n-l}-(i)- 
/; ;}-{i, k’, n}-{k’, n}-(k’}. Wh ence, we cannot have (k, n- 1, n} or (k’, n- 1, n} 
. 0 
Lemma 6. Suppose that x1 -x2 - xJ is a path in Y. Then for some i, xiE Y,-d with d > 3. 
Proof. By the four previous lemmas it suffices to show each xi cannot be in Y,,_,. 
Assume the contrary and w.1.o.g. let x2 =& x1 = (n}, and x3 = (n- l}. 
Case (i): {n, n - 1) E Y. If this is true then for each jE[n - 21 we must have a path of 
the form {j, n - l)-{ j}-(j, n> in S. Therefore, each vertex {j, n- 1) must be adjacent 
to a vertex of the form { j, i’, n - 1) (i’ # n) and each vertex {j, n) must be adjacent to 
a vertex of the form {j, i, n}(i #n- l}. Together these statements tell us that 
Sn([$)=@. 
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Case (ii): (n, it- 1)~s. First, suppose for some j~[n -23 we had both {j, n} and 
{j, n-l> in Y. Th en, since both {n} and {n-l} are in Y,_z, we must have the path 
{i, n>-(i)-{& n- 1) in S f or all i~[n-2](i#j). But {jj~S and this is impossible ({j} 
would be an isolated vertex in S). Hence, we may assume that there exists i, j~[n-21 
such that (i, n> E Y and (j, n - l} E Y. Thus for k~[n - 23 and k # i, j, we have the path 
(k, n}-{k}-(k, n-l} in S. Therefore, {k, n-l, n} is not in S. This tells us that 
{i}-{i, n- I}-{i, n- 1, rz)-{n- 1, n}-{j, n-l, n}-{j, n)-{j} is a path in S. But, for 
kE[n-2](k#i,j), we have {i, k), {j, ~)EY. This forces {i,j) to be in S and we are 
done. 0 
Lemma 7. If x1,x2,x3~ Yn_2 and each Xi is adjacent to YEY, then YEY,,, for some 
OGmG3. 
Proof. w.1.o.g. let y=@ and let xl={nl, x2={n-lj, and xa={n-2). Suppose 
(N(y)nSI>4. We may assume, after relabeling, that {(1~,{2),{3},{4))cN(y)nS. 
Since each XiE Y,_ 2 and also adjacent to y, we must have {{j, n}, {j, n-l}, 
{j, n-2}} ES for some jE{ 1,2,3,4} and this is impossible. 0 
Lemma 8. Zf y-z{;; is in Y with YEY,,_, and ZE Yn-3, then for some i, wiEYm with 
md(n+ 1)/2. 
Proof. w.l.0.g. let y=& z={n}, w,={n-l,n}andw,=(n-2,n).Forallje[n-3]we 
have the edge {j}-{ j, } n in S. Therefore, we cannot have both {j, It- 1, n> and 
{j,n-2,n) ins d - an n ((n-3)/2)-l=(n+1)/2. 0 
Lemma9. Apathoftheformy-z-w-z’-y’in Ywithy,y’EY,_1,andz,z’~Y,_2is 
impossible. 
Proof. w.l.0.g. let z =& y= { } n ,w={n-1), z’={j,n-l}, and y’={i,j,n-1). Note 
that j # n. 
Case(i):i#n.Thensince(i,j,n-l}EY,_,wemusthaveboth(i,j},and(i,n-l}in 
S. But {i, n}ES and this gives us our contradiction ((i}eS). 
Case (ii): i=n. We see that S contains the following path {k, nj-(k, n- 1, n}- 
(n-l, n}-(k’, n- 1, n}-{k’, n} f or some k,k’E[n-21. But (k,j,n-l,n} and 
{k’,j, n - 1, n} are also in S, which is impossible. 0 
Lemma 10. A path of the form y--z-w-u-y’ in Q”-S with y,y’~Y,_r, ZEY~_~, 
and UE Y,_, is impossible. 
Proof. w.l.0.g. let z=8, y=(n), w={n-I}, u=(j, n- 1) {j#n}, and y’={i,j, n-l}. 
Now proceed as in Lemma 9. 0 
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3. A proof of Theorem 1 
Before presenting our proof to Theorem 1 we need some definitions. 
Definition 1. Let YE Y,- r. We call y a Type 1 vertex if N(y)n Yn-d #8 for some d 34, 
a Type 2 vertex if N(y)nY,_z#O, and a Type3 vertex if N(y)nY,-3#@ 
Definition 2. For YE Y,_ i, its closest neighbor, denoted by CiV,,, is the unique vertex in 
N(y)n Y. 
Definition 3. If y is a Type 2 vertex, the associate of y, denoted by a,,, is the unique 
vertex in N(CN,)n Y and not equal to y. Note that by Lemma 5 a,,E Y,_, for some 
d > 5. If y is a Type 3, then we choose the associate ay of y to be a vertex in 
N(CN,,)n Y,, where m<(n+ 1)/2. We are assured of making such a choice by 
Lemma 8. 
From now on we will assume that each vertex in Y._ 1 of Type 2 or Type 3 has been 
assigned a unique associate. 
Definition 4. Let a,, be the associate for some Type 2 or Type 3 vertex y. Define 
T=(~‘EY,_~: Q= a,], R={xEN(u,): XE Y,_, or XEY,_,}, 
and let 
P={uEY,_,uY,_,: u=CN,,. for Y’ET}. 
Definition 5. The local set of the associate a,, (or y) is defined to be the set 
TuRuPu{a,} and is denoted by LOy or just L when ay (or y) is understood. 
In Table 1 we display five different types of local sets (here and elsewhere we let 
Ysd= Ui,, yi). In our proof of Theorem 1, we will show that every local set is one of 
these five types. 
Definition 6. If y is a Type 1 vertex and CN,#a,, for any Type 2 or Type 3 vertex y’, 
then we call the set {y, CN,} special. 
Let L1, Lz, . . . , L, be all of the local sets of Y and let Sp,, Sp,, . . . , Sp, be all of the 
special sets of Y. By Lemma 3 we see that the special sets Sp,, Sp,, . , . , Sp, are pairwise 
disjoint and that, by definition, for any 1~ i<m and any 1 < j<q, Li and Spj are 
pairwise disjoint. 
Let Li and Lj (i#j) be two local sets. By Lemma 3 and our definitions we 
see that (LinY,_3)nLj=$? (if yEL,nY,_, then y is adjacent to some y’ELinY,_,). 
312 
Table I 
Local sets 
Type A 
Type B 
Type C 
Type D 
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Furthermore, it is easy to see that if (LinY~“_4)~Lj#~, then Li=Lj since their 
associates are the same. Therefore, since we are going to show that 
Cy,LlN(Y)nSl <n_2 1o 
ILI ’ . 
for all possible local sets L, we may assume that the sets L1, L2, . . . , L,, Sp,, 
SP2, . . . , Sp, are pairwise disjoint. 
Let ,4pP=SpIvSp2u ‘.. uSp,, let Z= L,uL2u ... uL,, and let H= Y-(9&3) 
(note that Hn Y,_ 1 =@. 
To prove (1) it suffices to show that for ~E{H, ‘40P, 2) we have 
We now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we will examine Type 2 vertices and their local sets. Assume 
that y is a Type 2 vertex and that L is its local set. Lemmas 9 and 10 tell us that ay is 
not the associate for any other vertex in Y,_,. Furthermore, Lemma 4 tells us that 
N(a,)n Y,_, =8. Let T=N(a,)n Yn_2 and let t=( Tl. If t33, then by Lemma 7 we 
have a,c Y,,, with m<3. 
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Case (i): t 3 3. Then 
C”d IN(WSI 
IL1 d 
n-1+3+n(n-2) 
n+2 
<n-2.25 
when n 3 9. (This is a Type C local set as given in Table 1.) 
Case (ii): t = 1 or 2. By Lemma 5 we have 
C”,LI~(44 p+n-5+2(n-2) 
ILI 4 
<n-2.25 
for all n. (This is either a Type A or else a Type B local set.) 
Now assume that y is a Type 3 vertex. Lemma 10 tells us that uy is not the associate 
of a Type 2 vertex. Furthermore, Lemma 3 tells us that IN(a,)nY,_,Id 1. If 
IN(a,)n Y,_ 1 I= 1, then Lemma 4 tells us that N(a,)n Y,_z =(!I 
Case (i): (N(a,)nY,_,(=l. Let T={y’~y,_i: a,,=~,} and let P={ucY,_,: 
u6N(a,)n(N(y’) where y’cT}. Note that if t=)TI, then r=]Pl(t<n-1). Now 
C,,LIN(r)nsl < (n-l)+((n+1)/2)+t(n-l)+t(n-3) 
ILI ’ 2(t + 1) 
= 
n-1+((n+1)/2)+2t(n--2)~n-1+((n+l)i2)+2(n-l)(~~-2)<n_2 lo 
2(t+ 1) 2n 
\ . 
when n 3 12, and less than n - 2.20 when n 3 35. (This is a Type D local set.) 
Case (ii): N(a,)n Y,_ 1 =8. 
We see that 
LLIN(~WI ~((n+l)/2)+2n(n--2)~n_2.10 
ILI 2n+l 
when n 2 9 and less than n - 2.20 when n 2 49. (This is a Type E local set.) 
The above results show that 
If YE Y,,_ 1 and (y, (CN,)} is special then 
l~W~l+l~(C~,)n~l ~ n-1 +n--4=n_2,5. 
2 2 
This tells us that 
C,,spW(Y)W 
I%l 
< n-2.10 for n3 12. 
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Thus it remains to show that 
C,dw)*SI < n_2.10 
lffl ’ . (2) 
Observation 1. Let a,, be an associate of a Type 2 or Type 3 vertex. By Lemmas 3 
and 4 we see that if XEL,~ and XE YnP3 (i.e., N(x)nY,,_, #@, then N(x)n 
((Y,- 1 u Y. _ 2) - Lay) = 8. This is an important observation. 
Observation 2. Now suppose y is a Type 1 vertex and {y, CN,} is special. Then by 
Lemmas3 and 4 we see that N(CN,)n((Y,_,uY,_,)-{y})=@ 
Let xE V(M)n Y,_,. By Observations 1 and 2 and Lemma 6 we see that 
(N(x)n V(H))n YA #8 f or some d 2 3. Combining this with Lemma 7 we see that 
for n3 12 (2) is true. Together these results prove (1). 0 
We remark that as n-+co the denominator in Theorem 1 approaches 8n- 17. 
Finally, we leave the reader with the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. For n > 5, (S 1 d 3 .2”/8 + 2. 
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